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Rating update 02 November 17 After the third test Sri Lanka-India, the ICC released the latest test batsmen rating. This time it
again became alphabetical, for the first time, while the division by match was preserved. Number 1 Nasri Jabrinovic, Sampdoria
Pisa (SR) With 30 points, the Serbian finished third behind Keisuke Honda and Real Madrid's Cesc FÃ bregas. As for matches,
he has not lost a single one in the Italian championship, breaking a two-year streak of three defeats in a row. Dzhobrinkovic also

defended well against Tottenham, AC Milan and Inter until he was sent off for re-simulation two months ago. He currently
offers equal or excellent chances to his opponents, but his 1-2 entry against Inter was a scoring one. Samp's first off-season was

a serious test for the entire team, especially forward Mahrus. During the second test match, he chalked up 2 points, but on
September 13, it was he who scored the only Sassuolo goal in the match against Turin. The Serb then equaled Malaga striker

Djordjevic in terms of performance, but remains the leader in the scorers dispute. Cesc FÃ bregas plays at the Samp alongside
Real Madrid teammates, including Chicharito, and hasn't lost in recent months. He has 10 points on his account, this result is

lower than that of Mario Balotelli, but he ranks third in the list of the most productive football players. It should be remembered
that highly paid football players play in both teams (FÃ bregas surpassed Chichato by only 17 million euros). Sarri, on the other
hand, was excluded from the national team due to financial problems with Juventus, but he showed a very good game, earning

many points between the two rounds of the championship. His points against Valencia helped Juve to third place, while his
Milan lost in the Coppa Italia final. Adeso is the top scorer in the league, having scored more than 20 goals against Manchester

United and in the first round against Chelsea. This goal helped "Union" for the first time in its history
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